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Abstract. Automatic Short Answer Grading aims to automatically grade
short answers authored by students. Recent work has shown that this
task can be effectively reformulated as a Natural Language Inference
problem. State-of-the-art is defined by the use of large pretrained lan-
guage models fine-tuned in the domain dataset. But how to quantify the
effectiveness of the models in small data regimes still remains an open
issue. In this work we present a set of experiments to analyse the impact
of different annotation strategies when not enough training examples for
fine-tuning the model are available. We find that when annotating few
examples, it is preferable to have more question variability than more
answers per question. With this annotation strategy, our model out-
performs state-of-the-art systems utilizing only 10% of the full-training
set. Finally, experiments show that the use of out-of-domain annotated
question-answer examples can be harmful when fine-tuning the models.

Keywords: Automatic Short Answer Grading · Natural Language Pro-
cessing · Natural Language Inference · Transfer Learning.

1 Introduction

Automatic content scoring is an important application in the area of automatic
educational assessment. In this context, the evaluation of short answers authored
by students is referred to as Automatic Short Answer Grading (ASAG) and the
available datasets usually consist of questions, reference answers and student an-
swers. Current state-of-the-art in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has shown
that task reformulation (e.g., transforming specific tasks as Natural Language
Inference or Question Answering) is an effective way to transfer knowledge across
tasks and improve results [16, 15]. Similarly, recent work in ASAG has demon-
strated that reformulating the ASAG as an entailment problem is an effective
method to obtain strong results [3].

Methods that fine-tune large pretrained language models (LM) with large
amounts of labelled data have established the state-of-the-art [10]. Nevertheless,
due to differing languages, topic of questions, grading scale and the cost of hu-
man annotation, there is typically only a small number of labelled examples in
real-world applications —and these models perform poorly. As an alternative,
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methods that require few (few-shot) or no (zero-shot) examples have emerged.
Still, the way we should select training examples is an open question in ASAG.
In this paper we focus on using entailment models to explore zero- and few-shot
learning in student short answer grading. We define different scenarios where we
assume there are no sufficient training examples for fine-tuning the model, and
pose the following research questions in order to devise better strategies for data
annotation:

RQ1 Having a task-agnostic generic entailment model, what would be the
best way to annotate data and how much data would be needed to obtain state-
of-the-art results?

RQ2 Can we effectively transfer task knowledge to new domains? And sim-
ilarly, having a NLI-based fine-tuned model in one domain, how much data do
we need to be annotated in a new one?

We attempt to answer the questions stated above empirically conducting
experiments in the Semeval-2013 SRA dataset [5] and make the following con-
tributions: 1) We show that annotation strategy can have a significant impact
on results. This is because the annotation that increases the variability on the
question side, at the cost of decreasing the amount of annotated answers per
question, is preferable to having the same number of annotated examples with
fewer questions and more answers. 2) Reformulating ASAG as an entailment
problem and fine-tuning an entailment model allows us to obtain state-of-the-
art results. 3) Related to this, we demonstrate that zero-shot entailment models
can perform close to state-of-the-art results.4) We illustrate that the impact of
the domain can be larger than the knowledge that can be acquired from the
task. That is, using a generic entailment model is more effective than fine-tuning
it with out-of-domain examples.

2 Related Work

Current approaches for ASAG can be categorized into three types [8]: 1) Hand-
engineered feature-based machine learning (ML) approaches, which still get com-
petitive results, 2) supervised deep learning approaches that fit parameters di-
rectly from training, and 3) large pretrained language models fine-tuned on the
target task.

Hand-crafted features rely on the extraction of features from the questions
and reference and student answers in order to find lexical, syntactic and semantic
similarities between the student answer with the reference answer [12, 9].

Deep-learning models contributed to significantly improving results in ASAG.
They provide the opportunity to learn from different related tasks (e.g. transfer
learning) and representations (e.g. feature types). For instance, [14] trained a
bidirectional LSTM on the SNLI dataset [2] and adapted the feature extrac-
tion in combination with hand-crafted features for ASAG in the Semeval-2013
dataset [5].

Regarding transfer learning, today’s state-of-the-art in ASAG is defined by
the use of large pretrained language models fine-tuned in the specific ASAG
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dataset [3]. The main difference between these approaches comes with the se-
lection of the pretrained language model and the strategies to fine-tune it. [10]
explore the potential of using T5 and XLNET, among others, as pretrained mod-
els for ASAG, and [17] proposed new ways to enhance the performance of BERT
by further pretraining it as a language model on domain specific data such as
textbooks and use labeled automatic short answer grading data.

Textual Entailment as a pivoting task The task of Textual Entailment, better
known as Natural Language Inference (NLI), was first introduced by [4]. Given
a textual premise and hypothesis, the task consists in classifying whether the
premise entails or contradicts (or is neutral to) the hypothesis. The current
state-of-the-art uses large pretrained LMs fine-tuned in NLI datasets [18].

Textual Entailment has been shown to be useful as a pivot task for few/zero-
shot learning. For instance, entailment models are highly effective for text classi-
fication [16], and Information Extraction tasks [15], among others. The core idea
relies on recasting the task at hand as an entailment task in which the original
input is transformed into a classification problem of entailment, contradiction or
neutral. Pretraining LMs in existing large entailment datasets and recasting the
task into an entailment problem has demonstrated that it is possible to reduce
annotation effort and still obtain state-of-the-art results [15].

Regarding ASAG, [3] explore the effect of transfer learning by fine-tuning
a variety of pretrained LM models on the Semeval-2013 dataset. In a similar
fashion to us, they also explored the impact of transfer learning with a model fine-
tuned on the MNLI dataset [19]. They showed that models trained on this dataset
are capable of transferring knowledge to the task of short answer grading, but did
not quantify the effectiveness of the model in small data regimes. Other research
lines are also appearing. To mention a few, [13] explore how to evaluate an
automated grader in small-scale testing scenarios to help teachers and students
in the use of such systems, [1] propose a similarity-based model, and [6] examine
human-in-the-loop frameworks to guarantee grading quality.

3 Entailment Based Answer Grading

3.1 Problem Formulation

The Automatic Short Answer Grading task can be defined as follows. Given a
triplet of question, reference answers, and student answers as input in our sys-
tem, the system must assess the student answer by classifying it with a label that
denotes the degree of correctness. We conduct our experiments in SciEntsBank
and Beetle datasets, which were made available in the Semeval-2013 task 7 [5]
and are one of the most used datasets. Note that Semeval-2013 datasets include
three sets of labels that correspond to 2-, 3- and 5-way task problems, respec-
tively. In this paper, we focus on the 3-way task, in which each answer is labeled
as either correct, contradictory, or incorrect. Figure 1 depicts an example of a
correct answer to a given question and the corresponding reference answer.
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Fig. 1. Schema of the NLI-based ASAG model where the input of question, reference
answer, and student answer are reformulated as an entailment model. Concatenation
of the question and student answer form the premise of the NLI model, whereas the
hypothesis is generated with the reference answer. Prediction of the entailment model
is then mapped to the ASAG 3-way label.

Evaluation scenarios The SemEval-2013 challenge gives three different test sce-
narios in order to evaluate model generalization capabilities across problems and
domains:

– Unseen answers (UA): A set containing held-out student answers from
questions which are available for training the system and contain some other
student answers.

– Unseen questions (UQ): A set containing held-out questions in order to
assess the system in non-seen questions, but still laying in the same domain
as the one used for training.

– Unseen domains (UD): Available only for SciEntsBank, a domain inde-
pendent test set of responses to topics not seen in the training data.

3.2 Model Description

According to the standard definition of Textual Entailment, given two text frag-
ments called Premise (P) and Hypothesis (H), P entails H if, typically, a human
reading P would infer that H is most likely true [4]. In a typical answer as-
sessment scenario, we expect that a correct student answer would entail the
reference answer, while an incorrect answer would not. However, students often
skip details that are mentioned in the question or may be inferred from it, while
reference answers often repeat or make explicit information that appears in or
is implied from the question [5]. Hence, a more precise formulation of the task
in this context considers the entailing text P as consisting of both the original
question and the student answer, while H is the reference answer.

Figure 1 shows the schema of our entailment-based ASAG model, where the
input of question, reference answer, and student answer are reformulated as a
textual entailment problem. Concatenation of the question and student answer
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form the premise (P) of the NLI model, whereas the hypothesis (H) is created
using the reference answer.

In our experiments we focus on the 3-way classification task so the predic-
tions of the entailment model are mapped to the 3-way set of labels in the
Semeval-2013 dataset. That is, the predictions of entailment, contradiction, and
neutral of the NLI model are mapped to correct, contradictory or incorrect,
respectively.

3.3 Fine-tuning the ASAG Model

We take advantage of NLI’s ability to represent other NLP downstream tasks,
ASAG in this case. Taking a large LM fine-tuned on MNLI as a base (RoBERTa-
MNLI) [11], fine-tuning the ASAG model is carried out by reformulating the
triplets (question, reference answer, student answer) provided in both SciEnts-
Bank and Beetle datasets as traditional inference pairs (premise, hypothesis)
as shown in Figure 1.

4 Annotation Strategies

The paper’s main contribution is to explore the effectiveness of different annota-
tion strategies when there is a need to have new annotated examples. RQ1 not
only deals with data quantity, but also selects new samples to effectively save
time and effort. Similarly, RQ2 takes into account the importance of selecting
unseen data wisely in order to take advantage of the annotation to the fullest
extent possible.

In order to answer these research questions, we explore two strategies of data
annotation using the SemEval-2013 dataset. As the dataset has multiple student
answers for a given question, the sampling of labeled data can be done answer-
or question-wise. Specifically, we define two ways for sampling the training set
of our experiments:

– One question per student (1Q1S) This scenario annotates a unique question
and student answer pair. That is, if we had 10 students, we would create
10 different questions and would have 10 different answers. The goal of this
strategy is to increase the variability of the questions, losing the capacity to
generalize over the answers. Note that having very few examples for a given
question might necessarily be a better strategy. Note as well that in some
cases it is not possible to sample the defined dataset as there are not enough
questions in the dataset. In those cases, we tried to generate an approximated
dataset as in the previous strategy.

– One question for all students (1Q4A) This scenario annotates multiple an-
swers for a single question with the goal of having larger variability on the
answers side. That is, if we had 10 students, we would create and ask a single
question to all the students in order to get many answers for the question.
Note that in most cases there are not enough answers for a single question, so
we attempted to sample a dataset that approximated it as much as possible.
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Table 1 shows the number of questions and student answers that each few-
shot setting contains. As can be seen, the ideal 1Q1S and 1Q4A annotations
are not always collected since there are limited questions and student answers
per question. Even so, each annotation strategy aims to add more variability to
either the questions or the student answers at hand.

Table 1. Number of questions (#Q) and student answers (#A) for each few-shot
scenario according to the specific annotation strategy (Ann.) as well as the number
of training examples (Total) for each few-shot setting and dataset. FT stands for full
training.

Dataset Ann. 1% 2% 5% 10% FT
#Q #A Total #Q #A Total #Q #A Total #Q #A Total Total

SciEntsBank
1Q1S 40 1 40 80 1 80 100 2 200 100 4 400 39661Q4A 4 10 8 10 20 10 40 10

Beetle
1Q1S 28 1 28 28 2 56 35 4 140 35 8 280 28331Q4A 1 28 1 56 2 70 5 56

5 Experimental Setting

We use the data provided in the SemEval-2013 shared task for our experiments.
As explained above, the dataset consists of two distinct subsets: SciEntsBank
and Beetle. The former is based on a corpus of student answers to assessment
questions collected in 15 science domains, whereas the latter is based on tran-
scripts of students interacting with the Beetle II dialogue system in the basic
electricity and electronics domain. Although both subsets show similar struc-
ture, Beetle contains more than one reference answer for each question1 while
a single reference answer is given in SciEntsBank. SciEntsBank includes 150
assessment questions with 150 reference answers and 6242 student answers in to-
tal. By comparison, Beetle is a smaller subset, which includes 56 questions, 283
reference answers, and 5199 student answers in total.

Since there is no validation set in the SemEval-2013 dataset, we created
one by separating some examples from the original training set. We obtained a
specific validation set for each test scenario. For the UA scenario, the selection
of validation examples was done answer-wise and we held out a set of student
answers for questions existing in the training part. For UQ, the selection was
carried out question-wise and we selected the same number of questions that were
extracted for the test set. We sample 15 and 9 questions from the SciEntsBank
and Beetle training datasets, respectively. As all the training data belongs to
the same domain, it was not possible to create a validation set that met the

1 We use one reference answer in our experiments.
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Table 2. Number of validation examples for unseen answers and unseen question
scenarios.

SciEntBank Beetle
UA UQ UA UQ

#Questions 120 15 38 9
#Reference answers 120 15 170 35
#Student answers 472 531 351 757

conditions for the UD test scenario. In all the cases, we select the validation
examples so that class distribution is kept as similar as possible to the training
dataset. Table 2 displays the sizes of the validation sets in terms of number
of questions, reference answers, and student answers for each dataset and test
scenario.

In order to measure the effectiveness of the annotation strategies in different
few-shot scenarios, we generate the same training sizes for 1Q1S and 1Q4A.
We created samples of 1%, 2%, 5%, 10% of the remaining training set and we
reduced the validation set according to the same ratio. Table 1 shows the number
of training examples for each few-shot scenario in the Total columns. Although
FT denotes full training, it actually contains 1003 and 1108 fewer examples than
the original training set as a consequence of utilizing a certain amount of training
examples as a validation set.

As in [3], we used the RoBERTa large [11] fine-tuned on the MNLI dataset
as the base model for our zero- and few-shot experiments. The model is publicly
available at Huggingface2. We performed the following hyperparameter explo-
ration for each few-shot scenario: We ran our model for 25 epochs with a batch
size of 4 and selected the best learning rate between 1e-5, 5e-5, and 4e-6, as well
as the best gradient accumulation between 8 and 32. For the model selection
we took the checkpoint with the lowest loss (cross-entropy) value in those 25
epochs.

6 Few-shot Experiments

Table 3 shows the results of the effect of the annotation strategies in the few-
shot scenario and seeks to answer the question the question concerning what
would be the best strategy to annotate new data with a pretrained NLI model.
It displays the macro F-score for the few-shot experiments in which we fine-
tune an entailment model (NLI-roberta) using 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10% of training
data and evaluated in unseen answers (UA), unseen questions (UQ), and unseen
domains (UD).

The results indicate that, overall, increasing the number of annotated ques-
tions at the cost of reducing the number of different answers (1Q1S) seems to
be the best strategy compared to increasing the variability of answers (at the
2 https://huggingface.co/roberta-large-mnli
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Table 3. Results for the few-shot experiments. 1Q1S annotation correspond to training
data where we annotate one question per student and 1Q4A correspond to the one
question for all students annotation procedure.

Domain Scenario Annotation 0% 1% 2% 5% 10% FT

SciEntsBank

UA 1Q1S 56.2 59.5 63.2 63.9 67.0 71.01Q4A 58.3 60.0 64.1 59.6

UQ 1Q1S 65.8 67.0 66.7 64.4 64.2 68.61Q4A 62.7 65.6 65.9 66.8

UD 1Q1S 59.0 57.9 58.7 58.8 61.2 67.61Q4A 58.2 59.2 56.0 58.2

Beetle

UA 1Q1S 51.0 50.0 52.3 52.7 56.6 73.81Q4A 50.1 50.8 52.5 51.5

UQ 1Q1S 36.1 37.0 36.8 38.0 43.1 61.81Q4A 34.8 37.8 36.5 37.1

Overall F-score
1Q1S - 55.7 56.5 56.6 59.2 -
1Q4A - 55.2 56.5 54.6 55.8 -

cost of reducing the variability of seen questions) when annotating new question-
answer pairs. This trend is confirmed in the bottom rows of the table, where we
report the macro-average of each few-shot setting. In addition, results suggest
that 1Q1S annotation strategy yields better generalization properties as we in-
crease the number of examples. For instance, when we annotate 400 examples
in SciEntsBank and 280 examples in Beetle (10% few-shot setting), 1Q1S
outperforms 1Q4A by almost 4 points and F-score increases steadily compared
to the rest of the few-shot settings.

7 Cross-domain Experiments

Table 4 shows the results on cross domain evaluation. Results of the top rows
try to answer the questions posed in RQ2. First, we analyse if it is better to
fine-tune in a related task but in a different domain or to simply apply a zero-
shot model on the new dataset. The column with the 0% headline stands for
this setting in which we have an entailment-based ASAG model fine-tuned in
an out-of-domain dataset (e.g. Beetle) and evaluate it in the target domain
dataset (i.e ScientsBank). We compare the fine-tuned (task-aware) model to
the zero-shot entailment base model (task-agnostic, in parenthesis) in order to
measure the effect of using out-of-domain task-related examples in learning.

Contrary to our expectation, task-aware fine-tuned models obtain signifi-
cantly lower results compared to the task-agnostic model that is only pretrained
in the MNLI dataset and not fine-tuned in the specific task. Results suggest that
the impact of the domain is larger than the knowledge that can be acquired from
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Table 4. Results of cross-domain few-shot evaluation. BT stands for Beetle and SB
for ScientsBank. In the top rows % indicates the amount of in-domain data included
in the training set, whereas the bottom rows refer to the amount of out-of-domain data.

Train → test Scenario 0% 5% 10%

BT+%SB → SB
UA 55.8 (↓56.2) 58.9 (↓63.9) 63.3 (↓67.0)
UQ 59.7 (↓65.8) 62.5 (↓65.9) 62.8 (↓66.8)
UD 53.9 (↓59.0) 56.0 (↓58.8) 59.3 (↓61.2)

SB+%BT → BT UA 50.4 (↓51.0) 51.0 (↓52.7) 54.0(↓56.6)
UQ 33.8(↓36.1) 34.6(↓38.0) 37.9(↓43.1)

SB+%BT → SB
UA 71.0 70.6 68.5
UQ 68.6 69.8 74.3
UD 67.6 66.7 64.0

BT+%SB → BT UA 73.8 72.7 71.0
UQ 61.8 59.9 55.7

the task. The drop is larger in the unseen questions scenario (UQ) in both Bet-
tle and Scientsbank datasets. This can be explained assuming that unseen
question scenarios require a higher capacity of generalization to perform better.
In that sense, results suggest that generalization can not achieve using related
tasks for transfer learning. In order to effectively transfer task related nuances
the domain must be related as well.

Similarly, the results of columns 5% and 10% in the top rows of Table 4 also
try to answer the question posed in RQ2. In this scenario we assume that we
already have an entailment-based ASAG model fine-tuned in an out-of-domain
dataset (e.g SciEntBank) and we get some annotated examples of our target
domain (i.e Beetle). We evaluate the performance of adding target domain
examples into the out-of-domain model.

Results demonstrate that adding few in-domain examples improves the out-
come compared to the model trained only in the out-of-domain scenario. How-
ever, they are significantly worse compared to in-domain few-shot models (figures
in parenthesis). The results are in accordance with those obtained in Table 3 and
suggest that the domain differences can affect negatively even if we are model-
ing the same task (which is something unexpected according to some recent
work [15]). That is, we can conclude that, having an entailment model, it is
better to start from scratch rather than learning an out-of-domain ASAG model
and retraining with a few in-domain examples.

When we defined a new setting where we do have an in-domain ASAG model
(NLI model fine-tuned with target domain examples) and added some out-of-
domain examples, we observed the model behaved similarly as in the previous
settings. Results are shown in the bottom rows of Table 4. In general, we can
conclude that mixing in-domain examples with out-of-domain examples is not
helpful (only the unseen questions scenario in SciEntsBank obtains any im-
provement).
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Table 5. Comparison to SOTA F-Macro results. Underlined figures denote that current
results outperform previous state-of-the-art models. * for results not directly compa-
rable with ours. Bold for best among comparable results. In ours FT and 10% experi-
ments, the validation examples are included in the training set.

Model SciEntsBank Beetle

UA UQ UD UA UQ

CoMeT [12] 64.0 38.0 40.4 71.5 46.6
ETS [9] 64.7 45.9 43.9 71.0 58.5

(Galhardi et al., 2018) [7] 70.2 49.3 53.7 67.7 58.8
(Saha et al., 2018) [14] 66.6 49.1 47.9 - -
(Sung et al., 2019) [17] 72.0∗ 57.5∗ 57.9∗ - -
(Camus and Filighera, 2020) [3] 78.3∗ 65.7∗ 70.9∗ - -

Ours 10% (1Q1S) 67.1 67.3 62.5 58.9 48.2
Ours FT 76.5 72.3 69.1 76.7 70.0

8 Comparison to the State-of-the-Art

Table 5 details the comparison of our model with state-of-the-art systems in Sci-
EntsBank and Beetle datasets and the corresponding evaluation scenarios:
Unseen answers (UA), unseen questions (UQ), and unseen domain (UD). The
table is organized into three groups: 1) top rows include the best systems that
took part in the Semeval-2013 shared-task, which correspond to hand-engineered
feature-based systems; 2) middle rows include systems that rely on fine-tuned
language models; 3) bottom rows include our model, fine-tuned using 10% of
the data annotated with the 1Q1S strategy and fine-tuned utilizing the whole
set of the original training examples. It is worth noting that the best-performing
systems in SciEntsBank [17, 3] are not directly comparable with the rest of
the models as it is not clear how model selection was carried out.

Regarding our few-shot model (10%-1Q1S), results show that annotating
only 10% of examples (cf. Table 1) for training following the 1Q1S strategy is
effective to outperform state-of-the-art systems in SciEntsBank dataset but
not in the case of Beetle. It is also remarkable that Beetle appears more
demanding, as recent state-of-the-art models [7]) are not able to surpass systems
that participate in the SemEval-2013 shared task.

When we fine-tune our model employing all the data available in the train-
ing set, the model yields state-of-the-art results in both datasets and shows im-
pressive generalization capabilities in those scenarios that presumably are more
challenging. For example, our few-shot model improves in 18.0 F-score points in
SciEntsBank compared to the best comparable model in the unseen questions
(UQ) scenario (49.3 vs 67.3) and we increase the margin up to 23.0 points when
we utilize the whole training set for fine-tuning the model (ours FT). In Beetle
improvements rise to 11.2 F-score points with the full-training model.
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9 Conclusion

In this study we reformulate Automatic Short Answer Grading as an entailment
problem and explore the extent to which annotation strategies are effective in
few-shot scenarios. Experiments show that increasing the variety of questions
in the annotation is more effective than annotating more answers of the same
question. Our method makes effective use of available labeled examples and,
utilizing only 400 annotated examples, is able to perform on par with state-of-
the-art approaches in SciEntBank. Moreover, when we use full-training, our
model outperforms the rest of the models in the two datasets. Our analysis
indicates that employing cross-domain annotated examples is not beneficial and
it is more effective to use a task-agnostic general purpose entailment model.
Actually, zero-shot obtains strong results, which indicates that the reformulation
of ASAG into an entailment problem can be done naturally.

In the future we hope to explore methods to improve the limitation of grading
answers into a more fine-grained level of entailment (subject to some arbitrary
evaluation rubrics). In that sense, using generative large language models to
learn reasoning on answers assessments seems to be a promising research avenue.
On the other hand, adopting active learning to find refined ways of selecting
questions would be a complementary approach to be explored. It would also
help in measuring the variance of the sample selection and in obtaining robust
findings.
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